This is how easy it is to query and
further process data from SAP® in
a flexible and cost‐effective manner

SimpleXess – the new standard for powerful
and cost‐effective ETL tools
Finally! SimpleXess offers you an ingeniously simple, secure and flexible tool
that allows you to specifically download ERP data in SAP® and use this data for
local applications. The program is designed for company departments that
want to independently optimize its processes live with centralized company
data, as often as desired and at a fixed low price.
The simple controls, flexible usage and robust security architecture of
SimpleXess opens up completely new perspectives, which allow you to tightly
integrate centralized and decentralized processes in your company in a cost‐
effective manner and coordinate these more efficiently with each other.
SimpleXess seamlessly integrates with the company‐specific SAP® security
structure. Our tool allows you to flexibly query centralized databases and
integrate these in local applications without the need for in‐depth SAP®
knowledge. SimpleXess runs on any desktop even without a server; it is easy
to learn and can be deployed quickly in production.
The costs for the usage of SimpleXess are fully transparent and can always be
calculated since the licensing of SimpleXess is realized independently of usage
intensity via an annual subscription price. For companies that require depart‐
ment‐ and company‐wide licenses the low yearly subscription fee is staggered
for an even greater benefit.
Ingeniously simple, surprisingly affordable and sustainably efficient!
SimpleXess is a company‐internal development by nicetec, the leading
German specialist for IT financial management solutions for over a decade.

SimpleXess:
Uses SAP® data intelligent for decentralized processes
SimpleXess is a powerful ETL tool for your company department. Without
in‐depth SAP® knowledge you can query centralized data from the ERP
system in a secure, flexible and cost‐effective manner and integrate this data
in your decentralized applications and processes.
Now you can independently and conveniently use insights from centralized
processes for local applications and precisely filter the information you
require from large data volumes in order to optimize your business processes
on a local level.
With SimpleXess you are always in compliance with the security regulation of
your company. You neither require in‐depth SAP® knowledge nor do you
have to rely on the support and availability of the IT department. The user
interface of SimpleXess has been designed so that an induction time of one
to two days is usually sufficient to achieve the competence to execute even
complex queries to the ERP system. The centralized databases in the SAP®
system will certainly remain untouched.
SimpleXess allows you to access the centralized databases in SAP® as often,
extensively and flexibly as you desire at extremely low costs. Finally you can
optimize your local processes with centralized data around the clock.

SimpleXess:
Focuses on the security of your company
In order to communicate with SAP® via SimpleXess you must have an account
on the SAP® system. The rights management is realized exclusively via the
rights management in your SAP® system. This ensures that your access to
SAP® data is compliant with the regulations of your company as defined in
your personal user account.
The rights management of SAP® remains fully intact and untouched. Another
safety relevant aspect is that SimpleXess does not install any additional
software on the SAP® servers in your company and changes to databases in
the SAP® system are ruled out.

SimpleXess:
Focuses on flexible deployment possibilities
SimpleXess allows you to rely on SAP® tables, BAPIs, RFCs and Z functional
modules in your search profile. You can illustrate complex if‐then decisions,
define various search strategies, set filters, request outside parameters,
synchronize data or combine a data search in the SAP® system with search
processes in the target system. You can configure your search profile in such
a way that data found in the SAP® system can be compared with data from a
database that has already been created in the target system. Another setting
lets you copy over only new datasets or update already existing ones.

The following are some of the common task fields for SimpleXess: the query
of economic indicator numbers in the context of preparing reports for
the board, the indexation of documents with SAP® data in a document
management system or the automatic comparison of warehouse goods in a
webshop with the SAP® storage management system.
The comprehensive functionality of SimpleXess clears the way for optimal
usage of centralized data in decentralized tasks.

SimpleXess:
Focuses on flexible deployment possibilities
The cost expenditure for SimpleXess is extremely low – regardless of the
usage frequency of the tool. This ensures clarity and transparency of costs.
SimpleXess is licensed with an annual subscription fee, which also covers a
support‐ and maintenance contract and therefore all updates and upgrades.
The price model for SimpleXess finally closes
the market gap between highly flexible, expen‐
sive solutions and cheap desktop applications
that only offer a rigid functionality concept
with minor flexibility.
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“Extremely quick and easy”
“SimpleXess is the quickest and simplest way to precisely draw structured
data from SAP® and make this data available for further evaluations of other
systems. SimpleXess does not create an ABAP code that has to be installed on
SAP® systems; this alleviates the need for respective clearance procedures.
SimpleXess also supports the required analysis of SAP® data so that scarce
and expensive development resources for the realization of an ETL process
do not have to be utilized.
According to my own experience the preparation time for data transfor‐
mation from SAP®, even without an in‐depth knowledge of the ERP system,
can be reduced to a maximum of two days.“
Claus W., Senior Solution Architect, International Group
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Are you interested in SimpleXess?
Then get in touch with us!
Were we able to rouse an interest in SimpleXess?
Do you have specific questions or would you like to learn more about the
details of specific deployment possibilities?
Then please talk with us directly.
Your personal SimpleXess contact person at nicetec:
Elisabeth Kollorz.
The following SimpleXess hotline is reserved for your questions:
telephone 05402 ‐ 6440‐11
e‐mail vertrieb@nicetec.de
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